World Languages

FRENCH / SPANISH
- Novice High
- Intermediate Low
- Intermediate Mid I
- Intermediate Mid II
- Intermediate High
- AP Spanish / French Language and Culture

ARABIC
- Novice High
- Intermediate Low
- Intermediate Mid I
- Intermediate Mid II
- Intermediate High
- Advanced Low I & II

ARABIC LANGUAGE ARTS (For Native Speakers)
- Arabic Language Arts 09
- Arabic Language Arts 10
- Arabic Language Arts 11
- Arabic Language Arts 12

Arabic NEWL or CIMA Exam

French / Spanish Literature and Civilization I & II
Prerequisite: Oral fluency & teacher recommendation

Superior
Ease, Accuracy, Fluency | Formal and Informal Settings
Academic, Professional, and Literary Topics

Advanced
Familiar Topics | Concrete Social, Academic, and Professional Topics
Detailed Information about Events and Experiences
Various Time Frames

Intermediate
Familiar Topics, Simple and Connected Sentences
Short Social Interactions, Everyday Situations
Asking and Answering Questions

Novice
Familiar Topics
Memorized Words and Phrases